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letter /
Forty years ago this year, shit jumped off in this country like it never 
had before. The year was 1968, and that year not only were Martin 
Luther King Jr., Robert Kennedy and Andy Warhol gunned down, but 
as the rise of student protest swept the country, ultimately building 
toward the mayhem of the Chicago Democratic National Convention, 
America was essentially ripped apart by conflicting ideas. Whether 
protesting the still-escalating Vietnam War, racism, sexism or just 
politics as usual, those unhappy with America’s direction went to 
great lengths, facing grave consequences, to express their beliefs. 

Today, amidst two suspiciously unjust wars, the brink of a recession, 
government waste and scandal of a record-setting scale, and 
the homestretch of a fiercely fought presidential campaign, we 
Americans, and the whole world, really, find ourselves on the 
edge of a great precipice. The outcome of the next 12 months will 
decide at least four years of policy, but the immediate impact is as 
potentially volatile as it is unpredictable. And yet the passions of 
those most opposed to the status quo seem like mere ripples in a 
pond compared with the tsunamic proportions of our predecessors. 
People my parents’ age were out fighting the police in the streets, 
and by all accounts I’ve come across, these people believed they 
could change the system. That they could win. That’d we’d all win, 
really, because they’d end racism and the war, and halt corruption in 
government, and so on. 

Of course, these idealistic goals would most likely go on as unfulfilled 
as those of our era (way to block that war funding, Congress), but 
then many writers of the time, like Alan Ginsberg, Ken Kesey, Tom 
Wolfe and Hunter S. Thompson, felt the energy, too. Thompson 
wrote about it often, the communal energy of the youth movement, 
but most famously in “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas”: “We had 
all the momentum; we were riding the crest of a high and beautiful 
wave. So now, less than five years later, you can go up on a steep 
hill in Las Vegas and look West, and with the right kind of eyes you 
can almost see the high-water mark — that place where the wave 
finally broke and rolled back.”

And he says it there. “The high-water mark.” “Broke and rolled 
back.” The dream didn’t work. The system won. Richard Nixon won 
the election. Stoolies and political muscle fixed it all up right. The 
military-industrial complex was thrown into high gear. 

Now copy and repeat that pattern for the next 40 years, right up 
here to where we all stand, neck deep in the bullshit. Surely there 
is a lesson in there, but what is it? Should we kick ourselves for 
our learned apathy, which so stylishly replaced activism as the 
social catalyst of cool? But then all the scrapping with the cops and 
marching in the streets is what got us to where we are. Maybe it’s 
like Weather Underground founder Mark Rudd said in an interview 
this year with Tom Brokaw on the outcome of his efforts of the ’60s: 
“Leaders don’t make movements… a movement makes it’s leaders.” 

So there’s the rub. We can’t control everything, or predict an 
outcome, but we can participate. We can do something, but we can’t 
know what we’ll get from it. And once we get going, we can’t fall 
asleep at the wheel or get burnt out from patting ourselves on the 
backs like our forebearers four decades ago. Which, I guess, means 
that you had better make smart decisions and let the company you 
keep and the actions you execute speak loudly. Let’s at least learn 
from our revolutionary predecessors. You don’t have to get out there 
in the streets, burning undergarments and dodging tear gas, but at 
least work to have your voice heard, both on and off your skates. 

Justin Eisinger
Editorial Director

"The old get old and the young get stronger... "

In celebration of a historic time in our country’s past and our sport’s future, we’d like to make two important 
announcements. First, as we’ve posted on our Web site, the ONE video is under way. We won’t bore you with 
details now, but we’re going out of our way to ensure that the level of quality you’ve come to expect from our 
magazine is captured in that extra dimension. And secondly, this year will mark the first annual ONE Skater of 
the Year Award. Soon, we’ll have a Web site where you can submit a brief list of skaters you think should be 
nominated, and after we process that info, we’ll have online voting so all skaters can have a voice on what 
skater will be honored with the title. And as a bonus, the skater chosen by our readers to receive the title of 
ONE Skater of the Year will get special feature coverage in a future issue of the magazine. 

art by Jeremy Beightol
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scene /

Summer 1996 — I think that was when I did my first unity on a ledge, and then I landed it safely 
on a rail. But before that I used to skate close to my home with these fluorescent green skates, 
jumping on stairs and stuff. I also skated some cones (who didn’t?!), but I must say 1996 was 
when I started aggressive skating. I met this incredible skating gang, DeLaCrew, and we started 
to skate almost every day. Like most crews, we became very close friends — they still are my 
best friends, and almost everyone still skates.

The sport started to grow very fast as a skate shop opened (the one and only), the skate park 
arrived, and then the sponsors came. The skate shop was Edgewise, handled by this gringo loco 
called Alex Leland. He brought Senate, Roces, 976, Rollerblade, Protec and some other stuff, so 
we finally had some real skating equipment. Then the contests came. The pros came to visit us, 
too. First Rawlinson Rivera and Dave Kollasch, then Ryan Jacklone and Shawn Robertson a few 
years later, and then Eitan Kramer and Alan Vano with Tony Hawk on tour after that.

I think the best time for the sport was in 1997 and 1998 — there were so many skaters, 
contests, sponsors, tours… the atmosphere was great. Everyone was having fun, and we all took 
this as a lifestyle — enjoying every part of the sport, our motives simply to skate and have fun 
with the guys. During this period, some friends and I went to Peru, touring there for about two 
weeks. We met awesome people there, like Santiago Azpurua, skating Daytona Park with some 
Peruvian legends. That was when I realized how big this sport was, and how many people were 
doing the same as me in so many other countries. That’s a cool feeling.

Sadly, the next years weren’t so good. The number of skaters began to decline — fewer people, 
less support, fewer sponsors and no industry. I spent a couple of years skating almost alone, 
with just a few friends to skate with me. There were no skate parks, just some street night 
sessions, but it was cool anyway.

In the last two or three years, rollerblading has been coming back. Many new skaters have 
appeared, and a lot of old school skaters started to ride again, too. Now we are taking the 
streets back and meeting new people. There is still nowhere to buy skates and stuff, but the 
Internet makes it easy for us to get our gear from places like Aggressive Mall, or other online 
shops. God bless shipping! 

This is a small country, but one with a lot of potential — good skaters, a growing scene, more 
skate parks, and more bladers. That’s it from here, Santiago, Chile. Keep rolling. – Pedro Celis

santiago, chile
Pedro Celis / photo by Driver
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take� /
Things you couldn’t leave out at 
the Westminster house (R.I.P.):
1. Food or drinks
2. Beer or cigarettes
3. Luggage you didn’t want 
   Shady to piss all over
4. Your girlfriend
5. Or her friends

Names for the _____:
1. Squishy box
2. Hatchet wound
3. Sausage wallet
4. Beef booklet
5. Ryan Ball 

Airborne Skatepark (R.I.P.) memories:
1. Skating there every day after high school
2. Never-ending Mark Post debauchery
3. Skating with 12-year-old Don Bambrick
4. A.S.A. qualifiers with all the homies
5. Watching Brian Murphy skate

Places I ended up thanks to Mark Kaiser:
1. My first real skate spot
2. Strip club at age 16
3. Canadian drive-by
4. Car chase in Chicago
5. In his high school teacher’s daughter’s mouth

Things that don’t matter:
1. Today
2. Me
3. Pants
4. Having enough answers
5. …

> photography by wes driver

jc rowe
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winter '08gear /

Add a little spiff to your sessions with some Erik Bailey-
inspired flavor from Valo. Keeping at the forefront of 
colorways and materials, the new EB.3 is here to spice up 
your blade collection with style and quality. 

VALO eb.3 bOOt 

retail: $238.00 

With solid materials and a proven shape, the new Formula 
1 freestyle frame packs intense performance into a stiff, 
light design. Conquer your rolling needs with 8mm, flush 
mounting, fast rolling, one-tool axle hardware and wicked-
fast grinding materials. 

GrOUnD COntrOL fOrmULA 1 freestyLe frAme

retail: $59.00  

Putting a new face on a respected classic, the Cult 7 gets 
performance features at an affordable price. A new hybrid soft-
top highlights a skate combining UFS frames, nylon GC anti-
rocker wheels, and the ever-popular Elliott backslide plate. 

rAZOrs CULt 7

retail: $149.00

Duh, if you’re rolling then you know Chris Haffey, and 
that anything good enough to carry his name is more 
than good enough for you. For fast rolling and solid 
performance, give his wheel a shot. 

fOUr by fOUr Chris hAffey siGnAtUre wheeL

retail: $25.00 per set (4) 57mm/90a

COn.Artist stretCh fit jeAns

retail: $55.00

Con.Art enters the denim business with two styles, and 
this is the Stretch Fit Jean. With pattern pocket inserts, 
grey contrast stitching and double-sewn seams, your 
friends in Minnesota make another solid offer to the 
blade fashion market. 

“What’s it mean? What’s it mean?” people say, but whether 
they think of rats in a shrub or crazies in the looney bin, 
Nimh is on their minds. Show your pride in 100% skater 
owned brands with this name on your chest.  

nimh LOGO t-shirt

retail: $19.00
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just released / 

Kicking off with a mean spirited riff on “Lean,” Atlanta-
based Black Lips launch a sonic barrage of varying intensity, 
vulnerability and hipster-rooted self-awareness on their latest 
offering, “Good Bad Not Evil.” Backed by cooler-than-thou 
Vice Records, Black Lips bring a Southern swagger into their 
sometimes-psychedelic wail, exploring territory involving 
institutional howls, slide guitars and country twang, and on 
some tracks even bordering on a sort of creep-surf sound. 
Ranging from the heavy groove of “Veni Vidi Vici” to the 
inexplicably brilliant charm of “How Do You Tell,” “Good Bad 
Not Evil” has the ability to suck the listener in, and once 
immersed in the album the songs begin to take on their 
own micro universes. So much so that some track transitions 
seem brash at first note, but suddenly converge inside your 
auditory receptors to form something that just makes musical 
sense. Nearing the latter half of the album the songs seem 
to build in urgency, building towards an expected climax, and 
instead “Transcendental Light” brings a light harmony with 
jangly guitars striding along like you’ve heard it a thousand 
times before. And before long you will.  – JE 

black lips
Good Bad Not Evil

2007 Vice Records

favorite track:
“How Do You Tell”

Aesop Rock, known to his mother as Ian Matthias Bavitz, 
is funky. He also is the type of guy who can take his music 
and image all the way from New York City to San Francisco 
and not only keep his audience, but also uncover a new 
one. Furthermore, with his musky delivery and mind-grabbing 
beats he is one of the rare MCs who can deliver a message 
without the listener being overwhelmed with righteousness. 
The fact that he is discussing topical issues while breaking 
out the head nodding beats makes his albums highly 
listenable, alternating between mindless fun and pointed 
commentary. An interesting note on Aesop’s career is his 
involvement with the Nike+iPod system, creating a special 
instrumental album to use in conjunction with the system, 
called “All Day.” The album was created to motivate a runner, 
and at the artist’s own admission the tracks are meant to 
peel away and constantly give the listener the sensation of 
discovery — whether that discovery is a new part of town, a 
building he or she never appreciated before, or new personal 
limits. Fittingly, it feels like that same principle pervades 
“None Shall Pass.”  – JE

aesop rock
None Shall Pass

2007 Definitive Jux 

favorite track:
“Catacomb Kids”

classic / 

Since breaking onto the U.S. scene in 2001, these Swedish 
rockers have been mashing together the dapper looks of 
the early Beatles with the brash attitude of smug, incredibly 
cock-sure scenesters. Laden with riffs and anthems of 
various proportions, “The Black and White Album” is pretty 
motivating. One track that bladers might particularly connect 
with is “Try Again,” in which the chorus is “You get up/ You 
get down/ And you try again…” In fact, at a closer listen, I 
wouldn’t be surprised if most of these tracks at some point 
found themselves used in skate video sections. There’s lots 
of energy, lots of catchy lyrics, and a fairly consistent tempo 
that could drive even the most lethargic of loungers to tap 
his toes and maybe even get off his ass to do something. If 
The Hives have anything going against them, it’s perhaps the 
impending a-ha comparison, at least in that they are a non-
native English-language-speaking act cutting up the U.S. pop 
charts. But to their credit I don’t think they’ve made a “Take 
on me/ Take me on”-like blunder just yet.  – JE 

the hives
The Black and White Album

2007 Interscope

favorite track:

“Square One Here I Come”

If you think the shoe-gazing bands you and your theater 
major girlfriend pine over are a product of the post-2000 
music scene, then let me introduce Dublin, Ireland’s My 
Bloody Valentine. Mixing heavy, muddled instrumentation 
and multilayered guitars with what could be called gently 
delivered lyrics, MBV creates a haunting sound that was highly 
influenced by Dinosaur Jr. and The Jesus and Mary Chain. After 
years of releasing EPs, “Isn’t Anything” represented the band’s 
official debut album, and as it launches into the lurching 
rhythm of “Soft As Snow (But Warm Inside),” not only is the 
band’s desire to avoid mainstream trappings obvious, but so 
are the overtly sexual lyrics. Other tracks have catchy, sex-
riddled titles like “Feed Me With Your Kiss,” “Cupid Come” 
and “Several Girls Galore,” each painting a musical picture of 
lust, passion and in many cases, climax. My personal favorite 
though is the album closer, “I Can See It (But I Can’t Feel 
It).” This song’s half-tempo pace and gradual crescendo do a 
great job of expressing a feeling that seems to echo its title, 
a feeling to which I think most of us can relate. – JE  

my bloody valentine
Isn’t Anything

1988 Sire Records

favorite track:
“I Can See It (But I Can’t Feel It)”

The Digable Planets capture the essence of a smooth brother 
delivering free-verse poetry at a Haight-Ashbury coffeehouse 
during the height of the ’60s beatnik movement. After 
dropping their first album, “Reachin’ (A New Refutation of 
Time and Space),” the Digable Planets found themselves with 
a lot to prove. They had stunned the musical world with 
a smooth, jazzy hip-hop record with now classic tracks like 
“Rebirth of Slick (Cool Like Dat),” “Brooklyn Sky,” and, of 
course, “Nickel Bag of Funk.” Few artists have ever figured 
out how to properly follow up a critically- and fan-acclaimed 
album, and on “Blowout Comb” the Digable Planets delivered 
a failure on both counts. By the time their sophomore effort 
hit shelves, the novelty of their jazzy sound had worn off, 
and their non-offensive message was being overshadowed by 
the fast rise of West Coast gangster rap. After the poor sales 
of “Blowout Comb,” the Digable Planets disbanded, in part 
because of creative differences and the death of Ladybug 
Mecca’s parents. But what this album lacked in sales it made 
up for with super smooth, jazzy beats that wind their way 
into the listener’s cerebral spaces and won’t let go. – JE   

digable planets
Blowout Comb

1994 Pendulum/EMI

favorite track:
“Graffiti”

In 2001, when “Is This It?” hit the airwaves it was a clear 
signal that rock ‘n’ roll was back — and not without a major 
kick in the balls to all the other popular music at the time. Still 
reeling from the post-Napster record sales crash, the music 
industry was pumping out *NSYNC, Linkin Park and god only 
knows what else that lacked all the grit, style and drugged-
up we-are-rock stars attitude of The Strokes. Adding to their 
instant success with the hit “Last Night” was the rumor (now 
a confirmed fact) that lead singer Julian Casablancas’ dad 
founded Elite Modeling, discovering supermodels like Cindy 
Crawford and Naomi Campbell. All this together created an 
energy surrounding the band that was truly exciting. Good 
music was on MTV and the covers of weekly music magazines 
around the country? Yes, yes it was. Another interesting tidbit 
about this album was the label’s decision to replace the 
track “New York City Cops” for the U.S. release following the 
Sept. 11, 2001, tragedy, because the chorus stated, “New York 
City Cops, they ain’t too smart.” Of course, that’s one of my 
favorite tracks. Go figure.  – JE 

the strokes
Is This It?

2001 RCA

favorite track:

“New York City Cops”

Chicago-based The Cool Kids have gotten a lot of attention over the video for their 
song “Black Mags.” Let me tell you a little about how the video was made, and how 
this video happened only because of friends helping out friends.

I had been friends with Evan for a short time before I put it together that Evan was 
Chuck Inglish from The Cool Kids. It was weird because I was already a fan of their 
music and even filmed a couple of their first performances. One night, I showed 
him the new reel I made, which mainly consisted of old Fruitboot.com edits, and he 
mentioned that I should do a video for him. Still at that time not knowing he was 
Chuck Inglish, I asked, “For what?” He responded with, “The Cool Kids… that’s me.” 
So he gave me the green light to do the video. But this was before there was any 
hype around them. We had little to no money. So they went out, did some shows 
and got me a budget. Now that I for sure had a budget and a video to make, I had 
to build a team. I only had Jake Zalutsky (Be-Mag message board hater) in mind to 
be the DP. I had been promising him I would get us a music video before the end 
of the year, and now I had one. We spent many hours driving around together, me 
drinking Monster and him drinking many Red Bulls, going on many mind adventures, 
and then writing out the video. Chuck gave me little direction, just saying, “We need 
to be on bikes and I want it to look grainy and old,” which was perfect because that 
is how we saw it anyway.

For the next six months, it was no sleep and lots of arguing. The collision of Jake’s 
style and mine caused us to argue nonstop, insulting each other all day. We both 
had never really made anything on this level, besides a few skate sections and a 
weird-ass skate video, which is hidden in a couple of other people’s videos. Now 
I had to show who The Cool Kids were through a video. So I spent many hours 
and days hanging out and traveling around with Chuck and Mikey Rocks, going to 
Canada and filming their first time there, making little video blogs for YouTube, and 
finding out who they are and what they are all about.

Then it was time to make up a crew. It was hard to get people to come help because 
everyone I knew skates and the Windy City Riot was going on the same weekend 
I was shooting. So I called up Dan Frank (blade blogs) and asked if he and Ryan 

Powell would come up from St. Louis and lend a helping hand. Along with Matthias 
St. John, my brother Anthony, Matt Ladewski, Jaypatch, Jimmy Jazz, Ryan Krga and 
others were assigned to learn how to build and break down the dollies, lights and 
just work from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m., go party, no sleep, and do it again for the next 
three days.

During the shoot, many things went wrong. The stunt driver, Matt Ladewski, nearly 
died when a car drove through our barricade, and nearly into him, as he whipped 
around the corner. Running out of space on the P2 cards. Running out of sunlight. 
Not getting the shots we wanted. Jake not being able to handle the pressure and 
nearly getting into a fight with Dan, after I got tossed out of a moving car. Girls 
not meeting the right requirements. Generators blowing out. People on set not 
supplying enough drugs. Not enough booze. The fucking sun burning into people’s 
skin and turning them bright red.

At the end of the shoot, I had five years’ worth of schooling taught to me in one 
weekend. I’m glad I saved my money and just did what I do. We spent another 
two months in post, sitting in my room, Jake and I arguing and realizing the video 
sucked. So I called another fellow skater, Pat Doran, to do some illustrations for 
the video. During the editing of the video I had a roommate move out and a new 
one move in, and with her came her boyfriend, who happened to be an animation 
major and a huge fan of rap music. I had him animate the bridge scene at the end 
of the video. And since he did a great job, we have teamed up to make the next 
Cool Kids video, “I Rock,” which will be entirely hand drawn. In the end, it all came 
together with the subtle animations, right cuts and amazing color correction.

Now that the video is out on MTV and YouTube, Jake and I are getting the attention 
of Rolling Stone and Fader, praising us on how good looking our love child is. I 
know there will be many more to come, and lots of money to come our way to 
play with. But if I didn’t skate, or make little online edits, none of this would have 
happened for me.  Everyone I’ve met to this day was because of rollerblading, and 
I know for a fact I would not have gotten the chance to make what I have made 
without the friends I keep around me.

sounds /

SOUND CHECK > the cool kids / darkroom > chicago, il   
by Joe Esquivel  /  photography by Clayton Hauck
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blade dvd /
After seeing the trailer online, I knew this skate video was going to be something refreshing and new, a great first 
impression that really benefited from its sudden appearance on the Web. As we all know, over hyping something is 
probably the quickest way to let people down these days (especially if you can’t deliver). Everything must outdo its 
predecessor. Standards have to be raised. In a way, this film accomplishes both without the efforts of shameless hype 
or drawn out productions that drop months after their scheduled due date. 

Shot mostly in high definition (amazing at night) and featuring spots new and old (mostly new), this video is quite 
possibly one of the best to come out of the East Coast… ever. Trailing hot on the heels of the recent B Unique team 
video, this one also features the Kelsos and Franco Cammayo, but with the additions of Chris Cheshire, Billy O’Neill 
and Austin Paz, this one has its own unique flavor, for sure. The skating is very much East Coast (generally meaning 
lots of ledges and flat rails) but really new and refreshing, if you ask me. The movement from the old days of “tap 
dancing” on rails has definitely taken an unforeseen turn, and it seems now that somehow things have matured and 
really gone next level. I think that back in the day, nobody could have envisioned that someday tricks like the ones 
featured in this video would be done with such artistic precision and speed. The same could be said about a lot of 
films from the past year. 

Hell, I never thought that I would still see Franco Cammayo lacing hammers after all the falls I saw him take over 
the years. That guy, along with Fish, has been holding down New York City for years. Remember the cover from the 
October 2000 issue of Daily Bread? More than seven years ago! Definitely motivating to see how skating has grown 
and how a lot of the guys featured in this video have progressed as well. 

So if anything, this video is a solid documentation of the amazing talent within the NYC and Philadelphia scenes. But 
this one has a technical consistency and flow that separates it from many others and elevates it above the masses. 
After watching it several times, it suddenly hit me that the best part of this video is that it was self-produced and 
filmed by a bunch of pro skaters who ride for various companies. Now think about it. Because to me this is another 
reason this video is so successful. No filler, no bad acting, no agenda. Just amazing skating that is filmed well, edited 
well and delivered without drag. Is this the “best” a skate video can be? No. It has its flaws. But it could quite possibly 
be the best video this year that you might otherwise overlook. – Wes Driver

the truth / directed by austin paz & brotherly love

Most of the rollerblading world was introduced to Kevin Dowling as the wisecracking, twang-sporting guest host 
of “VG19,” and when that’s your big intro, the audience is sure to be polarized. In that instant, legions of Dowling 
“Haters” and “Lovers” were born, and in a way that’s influenced (or so it would seem) everything that he’s gotten 
himself into. But now as a dad, a rollerblader and an elder to his hometown scene, Dowling has found new outlets 
for his opinions, perspectives and persona, the latest of those being “The Dirty Show” DVD.

Featuring a roster pretty much made up entirely of Southern Gentlemen, “The Dirty Show” made me realize the 
following things, all in about one minute: Atlanta has new skaters, ATL has its clutch skaters that are still shredding, 
and sometimes it takes a guy like Dowling to act as the bridge that brings the two groups together. Maybe he isn’t the 
literal bridge, but his video features skating from all the aforementioned, so an outsider like me is extremely stoked to 
see guys such as Walt Austin, Tim Taylor, Joe Dobson, Mike Braud, Adam Bazydlo, Scott Raser and Will Gordon skating 
and equally glad to see that a new crop is coming in, too. And as is discussed elsewhere in this very issue by ATL 
legends Tom Hyser and Andy Kruse, that scene has deep roots, and the perpetuation of the blade fascination brings 
good tiding for the future of our sport. Not just because it happens there, but because it can happen everywhere. 

Beyond my own Southern nostalgia, the indelible Robert Guerrero makes a surprise appearance to lay down the 
feature section. Full of fluid lines, superior balance and the expected technical prowess, Rob shows us that he 
has a lot of tricks at his disposal. Mike Martinho is another fish-out-of-water blader in the video, and since going 
underground after “We Are Valo,” Mike shows us he’s still skating sturdy. And did anybody else notice how many 
skaters are rocking Xsjados in the South? It seems like practically everyone was doing the flat-soul thing. Including 
Walt, who, with his splattering of clips, reminds us all that he is the often-unsung innovator/purveyor of so many of 
today’s blading nuances. Not to mention that his line on the freeway embankment is just sick. 

So, yes, “The Dirty Show” happened. Now let’s all keep our fingers crossed for Volume 2. I could watch a lot more. – JE

featuring 
Billy O'Neill
Sean Kelso
Colin Kelso
Franco Cammayo
Austin Paz
Chris Cheshire

featuring 
Rob G.
Mike Martinho
Walt Austin
Gumby
& More

the dirty show / directed by kevin dowling
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tidbits /

There aren’t all that many shoes that every person on earth can 
wear. Think about it. How many shoes will look “right” on you, 
your sister, your grandma, Joey Ramone and Snoop Dogg? With 
very few exceptions, the Chuck Taylor (hi-top or low-top) does just 
that. It looks good, and when I say good, I mean so perfect and 
quintessentially comfortable that it hurts.
 
So what becomes of the Chuck Taylor when it gets the special, 
limited edition, company collaboration treatment? The short answer 
is excellence.
 
Enter Hiroshi Fujiwara, an international man of design and enterprise 
who is a legend in the fashion and footwear industries, and a 
renaissance character who prides himself on creating and owning 
the best of everything. Throw his name into Google and you’ll find 
a laundry list of the best products you’ve always been interested in, 
from Burton, to GoodEnough, to Nike, to you name it. Hiroshi has 
had his hands in just about every possible “cool” thing that can be 
produced.
 
So why the Chuck Taylor, and why should you care? Well, put yourself 
in the position of taking one of the best looking sneakers of all time 
and challenging yourself to do something not only new, but also 
interesting and profitable with it. Where to begin? Do you reference 
a part of your past? Do you draw from other popular colorways? Or 
do you take the most basic elemental forms of design (color and 
shape) and use them to enhance a shoe that’s already simplistic, 
and yet somehow just right? Hiroshi took the latter route to finite 
success. He got me into a sneaker that I haven’t purchased since 
1992 (seventh grade), and he got the sneaker world talking about 
the long forgotten Chuck Taylor again.
 
If you’re into the shoe, eBay, as usual, is your best bet. But stay 
tuned because a friend from Converse has told me there will be a 
round two next year. Keep an eye and an ear out, because they won’t 
be around very long. – Mike Rios

A friend of mine reads a lot of Palahniuk and was kind enough to loan me 
several of his books. This one was his favorite though, and after reading 
it I totally understand why. Best known for his hit “Fight Club,” Chuck 
Palahniuk has written a number of wickedly vivid and anti-social stories, 
each a grotesque portrait of some flaw in society or humankind. And what 
“Stranger than Fiction” explains, through a series of magazine articles, 
essays, personality profiles and personal memoirs, is that these grotesque 
portraits are actually grotesquely personal portraits of people or situations 
Palahniuk has crossed paths with or experienced through life. 

One popular topic in “Stranger than Fiction” is the story of Palahniuk’s 
father, who we learn survived his own experience with infanticide, only to 
re-enact the tragedy with his son, and then end up killed by a jealous lover 
after a string of failed personal relationships. Whether meant to conjure 
this feeling or not, including works like these in this collection establishes 
the author as a qualified purveyor of the lurid and dangerous, as well as 
the destructive tendencies of man (and woman). 

Also covered are giant roadside orgies in Montana, American castle-building 
(self-made) barons, an obsession with Brad Pitt, volunteering at a hospice 
center, amateur wrestling (a chapter that had a haunting resemblance to 
a story that could be told about rollerblading), and, of course, dissecting 
cadavers with a medical school friend. Palahniuk has taken steroids, been 
a regular at sex addict meetings, worked in a machine shop, spent time 
aboard a submarine, and gotten rich off of something that popped out 
of his imagination. It took him many years of awkward misery to craft 
his warped view and assemble his motley collection of stories — spare 
yourself the time but get all the benefits with a quick and intriguing read 
through this take on the weirdest sides of contemporary culture. – JE

book / Stranger Than Fiction: True Stories
By Chuck Palahniuk  /  Published by Doubleday

kicks / Hiroshi Fujiwara Chuck Taylor   

To be perfectly honest, taking a satchel of money you find at the scene of a drug deal gone nasty 
might seem like a good idea. Especially if nobody is watching and everyone, including the dogs, is 
dead. For the right man, it’s the kind of test that you could have been waiting your whole life for. 
For another, it isn’t a test you penciled into your calendar for that day, and you’re taken off guard. 
Regardless, it’s one of those 50/50 scenarios that could quite possibly be your last mistake if you 
make the wrong call. 

When Llewelyn Moss (played by Josh Brolin, the older brother from the classic ’80s hit “The 
Goonies”) decides to go for the cash, he lights a fuse of sorts, one of them igniting the drive of 
a psychotic hit man who quickly tracks his ass with a silenced shotgun and cattle gun (to silently 
open the locks, of course). Not to mention a band of Mexican drug dealers who love using pit 
bulls and MAC 10s. Let’s just say that Llewelyn isn’t getting this money without a fight. Set in west 
Texas around 1980, the film has an amazing sense of nostalgic southwest border town style that 
is immersed in the quirky characters that only the Coen brothers seem to find and harness. Javier 
Bardem steals the show as the bad guy who kills everyone, or not. Woody Harrelson only has a 
small role, but it’s still cool because I love that guy. And last but not least, our teen star Brolin, 
who accompanied the group to One Eyed Willy’s treasure back in the day, ain’t so bad, either. I 
recommend going to see this flick ASAP. About as good as they come these days. – Wes Driver

flick / No Country For Old Men directed by the coen brothers

press play / Idiocracy   
By Justin Eisinger / Directed by Mike Judge

Wrap “Futurama,” “Office Space” and “Beavis and Butt-Head” into one giant social commentary burrito and you’d come up with 
something close to “Idiocracy.”

Written by Mike Judge, famous for the above-mentioned “Beavis and Butt-Head,” “King of the Hill” and “Office Space,” in 
“Idiocracy” Judge turns his sights to the future and what could happen if the cultural trends of the 21st century continue or even 
accelerate over the next 500 years. 

The film centers around Luke Wilson’s character, Joe Bauers, the most average man in the U.S. Army. Content to spend his days in 
a dark Army basement, overseeing a warehouse of files and watching reruns on his under-desk TV, Joe is involuntarily drafted for 
a new mission — to be cryogenically frozen for one year. However, he’s not going into the mission alone, which introduces Maya 
Rudolph’s character, Rita, a hooker with serious respect for her pimp, Upgrayedd. Joe, of course, doesn’t realize she’s a hooker, 
and soon the two are set into their coffin-like cryogenic chambers and frozen.

Only things don’t go according to plan. It seems the Army general in charge of the project got a little too close to Upgrayedd 
during his recruitment of Rita, and soon he’s engulfed in a scandal, leading to his incarceration, the cancellation of the project, 
and the rest of the Army forgetting about the two people it froze.

Flash forward 500 years into a society dominated by huge corporations, city-sized Costco stores and landfills that have turned 
into mountain ranges. Long buried and forgotten, when Joe’s chamber is knocked open during a landfill avalanche he awakens to 
discover that dysgenics, rampant marketing and cultural anti-intellectualism have resulted in a uniformly stupid human society. 
Little does he realize it, but he’s now the smartest man in the world. And before long he’ll be imprisoned, escape, be assimilated 
into society under the mistaken identity “Not Sure,” and then be appointed by the ex-wrestler president as the secretary of the 
interior… with only one week to cure all of the nation’s problems. 

Despite a low budget and little support from its studio, “Idiocracy” is a brilliant bit of social commentary. Filled with entertaining 
characters, all-too-possible futuristic scenarios and the patented Judge-style sense of humor, this is one chance rental that really 
paid off. Oh, and the opening scene contrasting the breeding habits of the educated against the uneducated is worth watching 
just for itself. 

street talk / 
Popped: When a person is 

“popped,” he or she is broke. 
It also means to be shot, or 

killed, or otherwise caught up 
in something.   

Examples:

spot-ed / 
Lyon ledges

lyon, france

Bruno Lowe
cessslide to disaster drop soul

fishbrain to fakie (above)

Nicholas Bellini
disaster soyale

Guillaume Debuf
540 over the double set

“Damn, bro, I spent all my money in 

the strip club, I’m popped.”

“Juicy got popped by the 5-0.”

comic / Zombies vs. Robots vs. Amazons #1

IDW Publishing
$3.99

A zombie virus infected the world, and the last remaining human child rested in the protection of robots. 
But the robots’ guns and bombs couldn’t stop the virus, or the zombies really, and the last baby fell to a 
drop of zombie blood. Nuclear holocaust was on the horizon. That was last year, but now the story has 
moved to an isolated island where Amazonian warriors rule with the assumption they are the last beings on 
the planet. But when zombies, an artificially intelligent robot warrior and finally a zombie minotaur emerge 
from the village’s catacombs, the fight begins anew. A clever story and Ash Wood’s always pleasing female 
forms make for a stylish read. – JE

tech / Panasonic HVX200

The Panasonic AG-HVX200, released in 2006, has revolutionized 
the video industry the same way that the first mini-DV camera 
(Sony VX-1000) did in the mid ‘90s. The ability to record HD 
signals directly to solid-state memory cards, and the option to 
shoot with variable frame rates (between 24-70fps), allows the 
HVX200 to rule supreme. The HVX200 is a powerful tool, and a 
wise investment for any skate cinematographer, however, do 
your research because many other new HD cameras will be 
released in the near future offering similar functionality. Sony 
has been trailing very closely behind Panasonic. – Doug Urquhart
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contest /

When asked to judge an amateur skate event, you never really know what to expect. Throw in a 6,000-mile flight to 
Chile, and the equation grows even more complex. But upon first inspection of the event venue and course, it seemed 
as though the organizers of the N3W Life Sudamericano Extremo had outdone themselves. Housed inside a closed-roof 
stadium and featuring a seamless, elevated-floor design, the course was one of the best I’d seen. Of course, we later 
watched as the plywood (yup, no masonite) shattered repeatedly under the weight of a heavy landing, but the crew 
worked feverishly to fix these holes as they appeared, so other than adding further delay to the event’s timetable it 
was not a major deal. I can only imagine how sick the course would have been with a layer of Skatelite.

But a great course is nothing without talented skaters to make use of it, and the Sudamericano Extremo had plenty of 
those. Created to bring together action sports athletes from all over Latin America, there were skaters from Venezuela, 
Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, Argentina and probably more. Among these athletes, most of whom were amateurs, was the 
notorious Carlos Pianowski. And although he skated in the competition, it was not like he was a sure thing to take 
first place. Chiefly among his competition was Peru’s Sandro “Lilly” Timoteo who is probably the only Latin skater 
who has graced the covers of both Be-Mag and Daily Bread. You might also have seen him in “No One’s Children.” 
Do the words “The world is a vampire…” ring any bells?

november 17-18
santiago, chile

sudamericano extremo

Held over two days, day one was a qualifying round followed by the finals on 
Sunday. Watching the skaters warm up and then drop in for their preliminary 
run, it was clear that nerves got the best of many. Which makes sense really, 
because besides the Brazilian X Games, this was the biggest rolling event 
ever to hit South America. And while some struggled to land tricks cleanly 
during the comp that they were lacing during warm-ups, others rose to the 
occasion and secured themselves a spot in the finals. Among these skaters 
were Marco Charneski — a friend of Carlos’ who shot his royale from last 
issue and the back cover of this issue, Lilly, and, of course, Hardcore himself. 
Although many solid tricks were landed, it turned out to be a battle of lines 
as Carlos put together the best to take first, Marco second and Lilly third. 

But not winning or landing in the top three did little to dampen the spirits 
of the other skaters. After partying with them on several occasions it became 

clear that they are like skaters anywhere else, skating for the love of the 
sport and the fun times they get to share with their friends. 

Rumor has it that next year another Sudamericano Extremo is planned, and 
if the grapevine is correct that event will be held in Peru. We’ll miss the 
hospitality of the Chilean people, but we look forward to attending again and 
seeing all our new friends. Thanks and congratulations to all the skaters who 
made the trip to compete, and thanks also to N3W Life, a BMX/skateboard 
shoe company, for recognizing the merits of rollerblading and including it in 
their event. 

thE COuRsE

CaRlOs pianOwski, launCh tO disastER ROyalEunknOwn skatER, tOpsOul duRing waRmups "lilly" tRuEspin miszOu in thE finals 
by justin eisinger
photography by wes driver
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by justin eisinger

photography by wes driver

carlospianowski

IN CHILE
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baCkslidE tO fakiE

swEatstanCE OVER a RiVER Of mud / santiagO, ChilE

baCksidE ROyalE tO fakiE / santiagO, ChilE

Few personalities in rollerblading are as notorious as Carlos Pianowski. 
Best known as “Hardcore Brazil,” Carlos’ skating is almost single-handedly 
responsible for upping the stunt-blade ante to the levels it has achieved. 
From ultra-rugged transfers, to huge kinks, and his specialty, disasters, 
skating with a death wish propelled this blader from Curitiba, Brazil, into 
the international limelight, landing alongside a crew consisting of Dominic 
Sagona, Aaron Feinberg, Brandon Campbell, Rachard Johnson and Joe 
Navran. It was, of course, Navran’s skate flicks that propelled Carlos’ skating 
into the spotlight, a fact Carlos almost never forgets to mention. 

The last time I sat down to talk with Carlos, he had just made the jump 
from Remedyz to USD, and as time has gone by, his relationship with the 
Conference has grown. Now sponsored by Undercover, Stygma, Kizer and 
USD, Carlos is a bona fide professional skater. It’s all he does. But being 
from Brazil means that coverage of Carlos comes in spurts, the last spurt 
seeming like a long time ago, and so we looked forward to a rendezvous 
in Santiago, Chile, at the Sudamericano Extremo. In fact, the prospect of 
meeting in a far-away and foreign land brought about delusions of shooting 
a story, so now we had a mission. 

Despite a last-minute request from Carlos for a pack of Hanes “wife beaters” 
that would go unfulfilled, finding him waiting amongst a crowd of other 
South American bladers outside our hotel as we pulled to the curb was an 
encouraging sight. I was a little concerned that the Jager-fueled Hardcore 
monster would attack me for sleeping on his undershirts, but instead we 
fell into talk of travels, life and how exactly we were going to go about 
shooting photos. But our plane ride had been long and the chardonnay 
plentiful, so we needed food and a bit of sleep. Then we’d get out and 
shoot photos, honest. 
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bcsdtradeshow

fROntsidE / santiagO, ChilE

Instead, what followed was almost a week of nightlife, misadventures, local 
hospitality, waiting for the perpetually delayed event to start, and driving around 
and around Santiago with our guides, Pedro Celis and Sandro “Lily” Timoteo, 
looking for spots. And we found many possibilities, but few met all of Carlos’ 
criteria. And then one night when we found two goodies, technical difficulties 
delayed us and led to busts. The score by now was ONE, zip, and Santiago, six. 
Or something like that. Discouraging? A little, but we kept the faith — and our late 
night schedule, thanks to our local hosts Leo and Christian Barrera, and the streets 
of seedy bars within walking distance of our hotel. 

Then, before anyone could imagine it, Monday came around and it was Carlos’ last 
day. Shit! With our full regalia of chaperones set to assemble at the hotel, Carlos 
and Marco set out to exchange money and get food. When they came back, though 
most of our crew had assembled, Carlos decided it was time to try to shoot a 
royale up the cable right around the corner from the hotel. Ironic, really, since we 
were trying to get away from the hotel, but we hauled the gear over there anyway 
and got the shot. Then we headed out into the city on another wild goose chase. 
Hours and hours we spent in traffic, weird neighborhoods and all over the city, but 
still nothing productive went down. 

Back at the hotel that night it looked like everything might not work out as we had 
all hoped, when at 9:30 Carlos rallied and we headed out to a couple of potential 
spots near the hotel, starting with the curved rail topsoul. It figures we’d sneak 
into the parking garage with only 20 minutes until they locked the place down, but 
somehow we got set up and Carlos took care of business in less than 10 minutes. 
Fueled by our sudden burst of productivity, we headed to a subway station across 
the block, where we thought we had another spot. We didn’t, instead getting 
hassled by dickhead subway employees, but another trot across the street brought 
us to a fast, fat kink rail. Soon, that, too, was captured, so with three pics on the 
day and Carlos’ early morning departure looming, we headed back to the hotel to 
regroup.

Before long we ended up at Christian’s apartment, drinking Pisco with a bunch of 
the skaters from the event. By the time we got there, everyone was loaded, and a 
few quick drinks for our crew got us right up to speed. There, Carlos and I talked 
about his old story, the “60 Minutes with Pianowski,” and joked about how this 
whole trip had accidentally turned into almost the same situation. He was right, 
of course, but we tried, damn it, we tried. Which brings about a load of thanks to 
all the people who helped make this feature possible: Guillermo Teran, N3w Life, 
Pedro, Marie Joseph, Christian, Lilly, Marco “Montana” Charneski, and the one and 
only Carlos Pianowski. rollerblading magazine
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tOpsOul in santiagO, ChilE / phOtO by wEs dRiVER

pianowski /
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juliojon
 
by justin eisinger
photography by brandon smith

In a sport that’s chewed through more young talent over the years than 
most anyone can accurately document, it’s with some sense of awe that 
Jon Julio has continued to do what he does for as long as he has done it. 
Skating professionally for nearly 12 years, Julio has been a part of many 
of rollerblading’s most powerful brands or cherished projects, and, thus, 
in that time has cultivated a perspective wholly his own. Speaking candidly 
in his interview, he shares a piece of that perspective while discussing the 
evolution of the sport, the origins of Valo, lessons he’s learned along the 
way, what really happened to Rolling (the video game), and much more. Jon 
Julio is a pillar in the foundation of rollerblading and inspiration for the 
future. This is what he has to say. —JE

fishbRain tO fakiE / palO altO, Ca
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ONE: How has skating changed, maybe I mean overall or just your 
interpretation, since the day you stood with the USD team for the “Welcome 
to the Terrordome” era? Hmm, how I’ve changed? There’s definitely, since 
I started as a pro, there’s definitely a different group of people… that are 
involved in the industry today. Man, there’s so many different ways I could 
answer that, industry-wise, skater-wise, the level of skating-wise…

What does seeing new faces and new people mean to you? The people 
I started skating with were Randy Spizer, Eric Schrijn, John Starr, Dion 
Antony… New York, Ray Mendez, Jon Ortiz… a lot of those guys aren’t around 
anymore. There’s a lot of guys who aren’t pro anymore. All those guys 
aren’t even on the board. It’s a lot different these days. You got Haffey out 
there, Aragon, Jeff Stockwell, Erik Bailey; it’s a different pro scene, definitely. 
Company-wise, Mindgame’s not here anymore, England… wait, England’s 
still here, SixWonSix, Senate. You know, it’s a lot different. There’s Rat Tail, 
4x4, B Unique, Valo, these are brands that weren’t around five years ago. 
Well, I think Rat Tail was around, but there are a lot of different brands out 
there than there used to be. A lot of brands aren’t there anymore. 

Is that a good thing or a bad thing? How do you interpret that? I think it’s a 
good thing. There’s a lot of mature people. Skaters — people — have grown 
to understand the business side, understand what rollerblading needs, you 
know, like ONE magazine. There’s a lot of knowledgeable people who have 
experience in business and understand the direction of rollerblading and 
where it needs to go. And I think that is the amazing thing, and as someone 
who’s been a round for a long time, to get to see it reach this point is all 
positive. 

Touching on that idea, throughout your professional career you’ve been 
associated with something like, what, a dozen companies, from roles as 
varied as skater, owner, designer, and now I know you’re doing more with 
distribution. What have you learned through these experiences, and would 
you agree that they have groomed you for your current reality with Valo? 
When I was younger, all I wanted to do was travel and skate these spots, 
or find new ones. Take photos. Film. Get that shot, and be that guy. I like 
being in the limelight, being the guy on the next cover, or getting coverage 
and the exposure. That was definitely exciting. Being a pro skater, everyone 
wants to be the pro skater who gets featured in that magazine, or a section 
in that video. It’s a lot different now. I read Shima’s last interview and he 
was like, “I’m skating for myself and my company,” and there’s no better 
feeling than that. For every pro, there’s a point you get to in your career 
where you’re like, “Dude, I’m pro, this is as big as it’s gonna get,” for as 
small as our industry is. And I got to that point four or five years ago. I’ve 
traveled the world and seen a lot of shit, and seen how great skating can 
be out on the road when I’m having a good time. I’ve been to that club. 
I’ve been to that contest. I’ve seen this and I’ve seen that. But it got to a 
point where it was like, “Wow, I’m having a good time, but I’m not going 
to be this pro skater guy for the rest of my life.” When I got to that point I 
realized I needed to find a career in this. I need to be responsible. I need to 
take advantage of this lifestyle, but also be professional about it. Therefore, 
I took the role, and I’m fortunate to have been involved with certain people 
in this industry that believe in me and helped me get to the point where 
I am now. From England Clothing to Fifty-50 to Roces back in the day and 
moving on to USD, and learning how those companies were run; industry 
stuff that as a skater you don’t think about, you’re thinking about having 
fun, getting to that next spot, and partying, and hopefully doing well in the 
next contest. Or getting that photo, whatever it might be. So I grew from 
that to, you know, how do sales work, and distribution, how much this 
costs, how much does that T-shirt cost — it’s a different scenario, that’s for 
sure. But I can tell you one thing that’s still there, and that’s the love of 
skating. And no matter if I’m getting a photo or winning a contest — that 
hasn’t happened in a long time — it’s always glorifying to go have a session 
with your friends. But, damn, I’m rambling now…

Let’s talk a little bit about current business. You keep telling me you’re 
excited for �008. We’re excited for �008. So what do you have on your plate 
for this year? Valo’s doing really well right now, and thanks to everyone 
who’s supporting and been supporting since day one, but a lot of things 
have changed structure-wise in the U.S., distribution-wise, um, I’ll get 
straight to the point — I’m taking over, Empire will no longer be doing my 
distribution. I’ve taken it on myself, so that’s kind of what’s happening. 
Starting January ’08 there’ll be a new distribution company, a new name, a 
new site, and a whole new place for people to come visit.

It sounds like it’s going to be more than just Valo? Yeah, it’s definitely a 
new company, and I guess I should just come out and say it’s called Them 
Goods. Them Goods Distribution. It’s been in the works for three months 
now. I don’t want to give away too much, but hopefully in the next few 
months people will start to see what I’ve been working on with Erik Bailey 
and Brandon Smith. So we’re amidst a big transition right now. I’ve worked 

tablE tO tOpsOul / san fRanCisCO, Ca

"And no matter if I’m getting a photo or 
winning a contest — that hasn’t happened in a 
long time — it’s always glorifying to go have a 
session with your friends."
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with Empire for the past three years, and it’s been a great run, but it’s time for 
a change. We’ve got some cool stuff worked out for the next couple of years. It’s 
time for Valo to be on its own, for sure. 

Well, congratulations. Sweet. You mentioned Bailey and Valo, so let’s talk about 
the Valo team for a minute. I was just on your site, and it had you, Alex 
Broskow, Erik Bailey, Cossimo Tassone and Oli Short as the pro team. How do 
you choose the riders you put on your team? They’re all my good friends, first. 
Start with Bailey, I guess. We were riding on USD, he was on his first year, and 
I was on my way out. I already knew we were going to do Valo, and Bailey just 
made sense. Right away, I was just blown away… he was the shit. We were on 
tour, I knew what was going to happen, and he was the first guy for sure. Oli 
and Alex were already on Roces, but that’s a different story…

Well, wait, let’s interrupt our little story and find out about Roces and Valo. 
Where did Roces go? It’s crazy talking about this now. Wow! OK, so basically I 
was riding for USD four years ago and I got a proposal from Massimo and Roces 
asking what it would take to get me back onto Roces. It was kind of a shocker 
to be proposed like this, because it was so unexpected. I thought about it and 
on my behalf at the time — I wasn’t Chris Haffey, or Erik Bailey, or Alex; I’m not 
those guys — I didn’t feel I was influential enough to make a big impact. “Ew, 
Jon Julio goes to Roces.” I really felt like the industry needed something fresh 
and original, and on my behalf I wanted my own company. I wanted to run my 
own brand. Have an impact on the industry the way I thought things should be. 
I went to Italy. This was about the time Rolling was supposed to come out. A lot 
of stuff was going on. So I went to Italy and we talked about a lot of things. I 
told him I wanted my own brand. Manufacturing, licensing; a lot of things got 
worked out. We came to a great agreement, and now I have my own brand. 
That’s how Valo started. 

Straight from the horse’s mouth. Thanks for explaining that, Jon. And you 
mentioned Rolling. Without getting too deep on the subject, what kind of 
an impact did that have on you? In the beginning, I wasn’t even a part of 

the project, it was Caesar Mora and Fabiola, but more Caesar Mora. I had no 
involvement then, but from about halfway through to the end I was the man. In 
the beginning, somehow I got hooked up with Caesar’s agent, who became my 
agent. I had an agent all of a sudden; it was really crazy. In two months I went 
from being a character in it possibly to being the main guy, somehow. Maybe it 
was the education on the industry at that time, or they thought, “Jon Julio is the 
Tony Hawk of rollerblading” at the time, maybe they were misinformed. But the 
guy flew out to my town, Milpitas. We sat at a Starbucks and negotiated. I didn’t 
know what I was getting myself into, or how much money was involved with 
the project. He had a contract in front of me, with a dollar amount, and I sure 
felt special. Then he went back, and they wanted me to come over to the U.K. 
to help design and work on the project. The last time I was there I remember 
thinking, “Fuck, this is going to be cool.” And that it could lead to more games. 
But then Rage, the company making the game, went bankrupt. So they had to 
sell the game, meaning there was potential that the game wouldn’t even come 
out. When that happened, I knew it would be horrible for the industry. When 
everything transferred to the newer company, they didn’t care about the sport 
or the game. All they wanted to do was sell it to a couple countries and get 
some money out of it. It’s one of those phases that just irritated me. But what 
can you do?

Shit, that is quite a story. But okay, having done all these things from skating, is 
there one single thing that stands out as the best experience, that’s shareable 
publicly, from the life you lead as a blader? One single thing? Oh, man, that’s 
hard. OK, one single thing that changed me and made me who I am today — the 
“Hoax 2” tour. When Mike Opalek… at the San Jose Arena… I’ve never seen Mike, 
or Arlo, or B Hardin and Brian Smith, but I knew it was happening — the whole 
world knew it was happening. The one thing that keeps me going was when they 
opened the door of the RV and everybody jumped out, I was just like, “Fuck.” 
Seeing them all was amazing. I don’t think you guys know how impactful that 
was for a lot of people. It was a big turning point for rollerblading. That was the 
moment. Not too many people have experienced that. rollerblading magazine

dOublE wallRidE tO fakiE / tREasuRE island, Ca
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fabio enes / by geoff acers with photography by wes driver

am hourl

The come up. I get this phone call/e-mail at least once a week… a kid 
from the middle of nowhere who’s better than everyone else in his area, 
looking to move up, to make something more of himself in the skating 
world, to ride flow, amateur or whatever. Problem is, although they 
shine in certain aspects of their skating, very few of them have what it 
takes — they don’t have “it.”  When I saw Fabio Enes skate, I shouted, 
“Stop! Kid, you got the goods.” And I wasn’t the only ONE. 
 
Hailing from Sao Paulo, Brazil, this 16-year-old ripper is steadily becoming 
well known worldwide, and it has only taken one month-long trip to the 
states for this to happen. When he first showed up in San Diego, he 
didn’t know a lick of English. But he adapted immediately. After only 
a few days of “col-lampin” in the area he was spitting phrases like 
“whatitdo” and “yoson” at all the right moments — so well, in fact, that 
all the So Cal honey dips started to swoon. Ask fellow teammate Brent 
Hicks, a.k.a. Hugo Boss Floss, about Fabio and you’ll be entertained for 
hours about this kid’s steeze, both on and off skates. 

Back in October, skating in the SDSF pro comp, he laced. Maybe it’s 

the shiny blue jawns, or it could be that he looks 13 and flaunts more 
ink on his body than most people twice his age, but this kid left a 
solid impression on all the right people. What happens when he gets 
older? I mean he’s gonna stretch the shit out of those tattoos; perhaps 
we’ll catch him on “Brazilian Ink” sometime in the future getting touch-
ups from some criddled-out hag, or maybe he has Webster’s syndrome, 
guess we’ll have to wait and see.

Now that I think about it, it almost doesn’t seem right that I’m writing 
this “Am Hour” for him, since I only hung out with Fabio for a few days. 
Nothing you can put in a few paragraphs will ever truly sum up a person. 
However, I do feel comfortable saying this: Keep an eye out for Fabio 
in the future; he is just now laying the groundwork for a great career 
in skating, and if you have aspirations to be somebody worth talking 
about in this industry, take a good look at what this young Brazilian has 
going for him. Fact is, every spot we went to, he shined. Street, park, 
gaps, rails, ledges, whatever, Fabio had them all handled, and in most 
cases, all first try. If learning 540 true fishes don’t get you the bitches, I 
don’t know what to tell you.

tRuEspin saVannah / EsCOndidO, Ca
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picks /

/ chrisFARMER
TRICK: negative acid to fakie

LOCATION: escondido, ca

SKATES: xsjado

FRAMES: ground control

WHEELS: 4x4

GEAR: vibralux

PHOTO: driver
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/ mikeGARLINGHOUSE
TRICK: mute grab wallride

LOCATION: minneapolis, mn

SKATES: xsjado

FRAMES: ground control

WHEELS: 4x4

GEAR: vibralux

PHOTO: haynes

/ haydenBALL
TRICK: safety grab transfer

LOCATION: san diego, ca

SKATES: remz

FRAMES: ground control

WHEELS: 4x4

PHOTO: driver

/ aaronPETERSON
TRICK: true top soyale

LOCATION: davenport, ia

SKATES: k2

FRAMES: able

WHEELS: eulogy 

PHOTO: haynes
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/ dominicSAGONA
TRICK: gap to topsoul

LOCATION: san diego, ca

SKATES: usd

FRAMES: kizer

WHEELS: undercover

GEAR: usd

PHOTO: jess d

/ jeffSTOCKWELL
TRICK: fishbrain to fakie

LOCATION: san diego, ca

SKATES: xsjado

FRAMES: ground control

WHEELS: heat

PHOTO: jess d
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/ brentHICKS
TRICK: bs nugen to fakie

LOCATION: escondido, ca

SKATES: razors

FRAMES: ground control

WHEELS: eulogy

PHOTO: driver
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Tom Hyser is an icon of rollerblading. Having been down 
since before day one, he has played a major roll in 
paving the way for us all. A pioneer of street skating, 
ramp riding and even the basic grind, he laid the 
foundation for what skating is today. He has developed 
the business side of the industry working with the 
corporations and owning his own core company. And 
with mastermind innovation, he leads the industry in 
skate technological design.
  
His morals and ethics have always been an example for 
those of us around. And his entertaining presence is 
enough to liven up any situation. Take a minute and kick 
back to explore the mind of the illest scientist blader. 
Let’s see what one of skating’s greatest has to say 
about this rolling thing. Ladies and Germans, my best 
friend, Tom Hyser. –Andy Kruse
 

AK: Back in the day we used to talk about how rollerblading will 
be official when there are dads holding their kids after skating 
or judging a contest. Well, we’re here, and you are one of them. 
Tell me a little about being a father and balancing family life with 
rollerblading life. It’s real cool to see older skaters at events. It 
shows that rollerblading has some roots. The father thing was 
natural once I had Bella. Erin and I had a good example from 
our families. My wife, Erin, is the best ever. She lets me be a 
rollerblader and live the lifestyle. We work it out, I have times when 
I get to skate, she has times when she gets to go work out or hang 
with friends. Erin definitely gives me my space to live; it’s definitely 
not like most marriages. My daughter, Bella, is wild and she thinks 
anything with wheels is fun. She comes to the skate park and rolls 
around. She worships Coco Sanchez (Skatepile team rider). TJ is 
only 1 year old and already loves to watch skating. Rollerblading 
is actually a real fun thing to do with your whole family, as cheesy 
as that sounds.  

You actually skateboarded first and then converted to rollerblading 
before you knew anyone else in the world was doing it. Why did 
you start rollerblading and then never put the blades down?  I was 
into skateboarding for several years before rollerblading. My dad 
was transferred from ATL to Wisconsin when I was 15. My neighbor 
in Wisconsin was a hockey blader. I got some blades to learn to 
play hockey, but ended up trying to ride skateboard terrain. The 
first day on blades, I was hooked. I remember doing wall rides and 
jumping steps, having a blast. This was well before soul plates, 
anti-rocker, all that jazz. 

Besides when injured, you’ve barely missed even a few days of 
rollerblading since you started 1� years ago. How do you maintain 
this longevity? How has what the physical act of rollerblading does 
for you as a person evolved over the years? Blading keeps me 
relaxed. If I don’t go blading frequently, I feel lame. The challenge 
and satisfaction is kind of like an addiction. Now that I am older, I 
feel like I need to blade and learn things while I can; it keeps me 
young. On days when my body feels jacked, I go push on my RB 
Marathon carbon 100 mm skates. I have to straight cross-train to 
keep up with all these young dudes I skate with. 

Ever since day one you would spend hours modifying your skates; 
from figuring out the grind plate, to split system, to anti-rocker, 
to various boot setups and even a suspension frame. You play 
perhaps the biggest role in the progression of the technological 
side of rollerblading. Tell us about your life as the illest scientist 
blader. Since I was a little guy, I liked to take things apart and 
draw. I modified bikes, RC cars, toys, whatever. When I started 
rollerblading, there was only one skate, the Rollerblade TRS. The 
first TRS had no soul plates, grind grooves, etc. When we started 

tom hyser / by andy kruse
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live rollerblading every day 24/7. Everyone kind of has their place in the game, as 
long as you know your role.

You had a serious knee injury at the beginning of your career at the first X Games. 
How did this affect your rollerblading life? The knee injury is the reason I got 
into skate design. It forced me to take a different path than the one I planned on. 
The knee injury set off my O.M.S. (old man syndrome) way early. At 22 my knee 
was jacked and I just kept wrecking myself and forcing my skating. I was living 
in San Jose just after knee surgery. I was trying to learn royales and my knee was 
just too weak. Starr and Julio were ripping and I felt like I didn’t deserve to be 
paid to skate anymore. This is when I decided to just skate my way and avoid 
skating things with big impacts. It took two years till my knee was back to normal. 
Designing and marketing skates was my ticket to continue my skate delusions. 
Now I skate in the masters division contests and have a blast. When I see a friend 
like Kato ripping at the Hoedown, it all makes sense. It feels good to have friends 
on a similar mission, even though we are working for different companies. 

You pretty much fathered the Atlanta skate scene and are still there today. Take 
us through some of that progression. From the beginning I had a vision and 
just made it happen. When I was younger, I wanted to be a pro skateboarder. 
When I got into rollerblading, I still had that similar dream but it now involved 
rollerblades. I wanted to have people to skate with, so I forced you and Kubis 
into it. From there, I think it just snowballed in ATL. We would hang out in 
Piedmont Park with Daryl Hardin and skate jump ramps all day. Big ass airs over 
cars, stair rides, all that. Crowds would gather sometimes with like 100 people. 
I think this really started the bang in ATL. We exposed the sport to so many by 
skaters rolling around downtown, and doing shop demos. We had Go With The 
Flow skate shop sponsoring us, too. Our boss Dave Schubert at GWTF told us we 
were badass, and we believed it. We loved rollerblading and wanted to share it 
with everyone. Go With The Flow also sponsored the best skateboarders during 
that time. We watched Jamie Thomas go to California and get sponsored. That’s 
when we decided to give it a shot, too. At age 18 you just think, “Go for it,” so 
we did. When you and I started to skate pro status, we were always in California. 
I ended up in Seattle working at K2 for four years. When I cam back to ATL in 
1999, the scene was still alive from dudes like Walt Austin, Kurt Newman, Kdirt, 
these guys were super good and knew they were the best. Once I moved back 

and you moved back from college, it was the perfect mix to blow up rollerblading in 
ATL. It was like Voltron united. It’s crazy to see guys like Kdirt grown up and have 
a kid. It’s amazing to see that a dude like Kdirt organizes contests and produces 
DVDs. Doug U. documented all these guys and exposed the whole scene to the rest 
of the world through his amazing video series. Everyone in the ATL crew skates for 
the love of it. We have girls like Jenn Hashmann, Coco Sanchez and wild dudes like 
Norcross Jay, to rolling robots like David Sizemore’s crew, back to the old dudes like 
me, Sandford and Nate G. It seems like everyone just knows their role and we have 
a nice community.

What did you learn from starting and running Skatepile? I learned more than I 
could fit into this interview, that’s for sure. The main lessons learned were: Don’t 
do business with your family and friends, unless you are willing to risk possibly 
destroying those relationships. I learned how to manage people, deal with egos, 
work my ass off during long hours, marketing tactics, how to run a skate contest, 
inventory the warehouse, order product, control my temper, patience, organization, 
customer service, how to start a frame company, build an assembly line, Web site 
design, Photoshop, Illustrator, patience again, how to raise money, how to write a 
business plan, how to fire, how to hire, how to work on every skate, how to stay 
sane when you owe money to everyone and you still need skates to sell, how to train 
an employee, work with my wife, work with my brother, work with my best friends…

You were always the first one to grow up, i.e. get a job, commit to a girl, start a career 
and a family. How has this made you who you are and gotten you where you are? 
I think I just followed my parents and brothers while growing up. I got my first real 
corporate job when I was 19, so I had to learn how to be an adult and communicate 
with adults, while my friends were raging and living the college life. Skating ironically 
forced me to grow up quickly. My wife was way mature early on, too. We just 
handled, we knew what we wanted to do in life early. I knew I wanted to be a pro 
skater when I was 17. I wrote it down and put it on my wall. I looked at it every day 
till I made it happen. Now I have kids, so now I have to be next level responsible. 

to try grinds and stalls, it was obvious the skates needed to be modified. So it 
all started with modifications to the first TRS skate. Since day one I was never 
satisfied with my setup. There is always room for improvement. When I skate and 
do a trick better because of a new design, I am happy. This is what motivates me 
to progress... 

What have been your most exciting inventions? The first big deal was the K2 Fatty. 
I was only 20 when that design came out. It also happened to be the best-selling 
aggressive skate in history. The Fatty was a result of all the modifications I did to 
the K2 Sole Slide skate (which you could not soul slide on). The modified Sole 
Slide skate was real radical. If you watch the "Hoax 2" ATL section, we have those 
skates on, you can see how weird those skates were: skateboard rails bolted to 
the side, carbon fiber race frames cut down to a split-system anti-rocker. We did a 
bunch of the first tricks in these skates: top souls, kind grinds, fast slides, etc. 
  
Fiziks suspension frames were my toughest design challenge. I worked with the 
inventor of the Sprung suspension technology and we figured out how to make it 
work in an aggressive-style frame. Fiziks taught me the realities of manufacturing 
and design. At K2 I always had experienced engineers to make sure all the details 
worked out, but with Fiziks, we were kind of lost at sea. It was great to see the 
Fiziks frame come to market and sad when it turned out to be too expensive 
to sustain. Recently, I have made several prototype skates for Rollerblade. I am 
working on an all-new project that will blow minds. I’ve learned a great deal by 
skating all the amazing skates RB makes. Rob G and the rest of the ATL test crew 
have been testing out lots of big wheel theories.

What has been your favorite era in rollerblading history?  “The Hoax 2” time was 
insane. We all made good money and got to travel the world. The very best time 
is now though. In the past, there were lots of skaters on the scene that made 
rolling look weak. I’ve always thought that just because a grind is possible does 
not always mean it looks good. Now I observe guys like Broskow and Guererro 
who strive to do the cleanest tricks instead of stressing the 1080. Also, the style 
of clothing and attitude was not as cool as it is now. It took time for the lifestyle 
to produce things like B Unique and 4x4. Now I’m happy to be in an industry with 
most of these bladers. Guys like Jon Elliot and Tracy White keep things moving on 
properly. Everyone is taking things seriously now. There are hungry skaters that 

rollerblading magazine

baCksidE nugEn, atlanta, ga (2007) phOtO by sanfORd

You went from pro rollerblader for K� to working for K�, then to owning your own 
business with Skatepile, and now you’re working with a corporation again with 
Rollerblade. What has given you the most freedom to do what you really want to do 
in the industry?  So far, my new job with Rollerblade has given me the most freedom 
to achieve my goals. RB knows that I need to skate with the kids so I can make what 
the kids want. My bosses understand that I know more about aggressive skating 
than almost anyone. I know that my bosses know more about selling skates than 
anyone in this industry. It’s the perfect combo for success. I am working on several 
new products; I am super juiced for the future. 

mutE gRab (1996) phOtO by mitChEll EaRly fastslidE (1995) phOtO by mitChEll

blOwn Out at thE x-gamEs (1995) phOtO by mitChEll
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chris piascik / by jamie murrett

folio l

Chris Piascik was born and raised in a small shoreline town in Connecticut. At a young age 
he became enthralled with music, spending countless hours studying album art. Soon he 
began dissecting them to make his own. He says his first important work of art was finished 
at age 4; it was a drawing of his family going to a funeral. He was shown with a gun, his 
father with a chainsaw.
 
Now at the age of 25, Chris is an accomplished veteran in the world of rollerblading. He tells 
stories dating back 14 years about Rollerblade Lightings with purple buckles and National 
Inline Skate Series competitions that took place before I knew of rollerblading’s existence. 
And today, Chris continues to push himself every chance he gets, and he continually amazes 
me with his ability to constantly progress.
 
Chris applies the same passion and commitment he has for rollerblading into every aspect 
of his life. As a young design professional he already has an impressive portfolio and 
resume. Within less than a year from receiving his bachelor’s degree in fine arts from the 
University of Hartford in Connecticut, Chris quickly rose through the ranks to become senior 
designer at Group C Inc., a visual communications firm in New Haven. He was also invited 
back to his alma mater to teach design classes.
 
Shortly after graduating, Chris and a friend, Vaughn Fender, started a small clothing company, 
Print Brigade, intended as an outlet for their creative designs and artwork. Although his 
objective was never to create another rollerblading T-shirt company (knowing that this is 
already a saturated market), his love for skating and the desire to give back to the skating 
industry eventually found Print Brigade overlapping with the world of rollerblading.
 
Embarking in this new realm for his company, it only seemed logical to me when he asked 
if he should sponsor a booth at last year’s Bitter Cold Showdown tradeshow. The decision 
was validated when Chris was overwhelmed by the amount of positive feedback from the 
industry. With plans to return this year, Chris hopes to continue supporting the industry 
however possible as Print Brigade expands in new directions. You may be surprised to 
learn that most of you have probably already seen some of Chris’s designs being worn 
by your favorite pros in videos such as “Radius Media Issue 2,” “Fade Nation” and “The 
Meantime.”
 
Last year, Chris moved to Boston and began working for Alphabet Arm, pursuing his 
childhood dream of designing for the music industry. Since then he has had the chance to 
work with such artists as Green Day, Straylight Run, Gnarls Barkley, Mr. Lif and Akrobatik.
 
During the whirlwind of changes and commencements in Chris’ life and despite the 
overwhelming amount of projects he is working on, he still finds the time to make that two-
hour drive to Connecticut to go skating with an old pal on the weekends.

If you are interested to see more of Chris’s work you can check out his personal Web site, www.chrispiascik.

com, or the Print Brigade Web site, www.printbrigade.com.
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(ClOCkwisE fROm tOp lEft) Clash sCREEnpRint, finE aRt piECE. shOwn at thE COnnECtiCut aRt diRECtORs Club as 
“bEst in shOw”; wfnx samplER Cd paCkagE dEsign (COVER shOwn); “fOREVER” painting On wOOd; “i hatE this” 
painting On wOOd; Out Of stEp, pROmO pOstER fOR a musiC fEstiVal.
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DOMESTIC

ALABAMA 
Madison 

Insanity Skate Park

ARIZONA 
Chandler 
Revolution Skate Shop

CALIFORNIA 
Bakersfield 
Intuition Skate Shop

San Francisco 
D-structure

Chula Vista 
Chula Vista Skatepark 
Escondido 
SDSF

Escondido 
Escondido Skatepark

Granada Hills 
KC Sports  
Lawndale 
Rollerskates of  America  
North Hills 
Valley Skate & Surf 

San Francisco 
Skates on Haight  
San Luis Obispo 
Inline Warehouse

Stallion Springs 
Woodward West 
Sunnyvale 
Aggressive Mall

Rocklin 
Rollerwarehouse

COLORADO 
Centennial 
TS Centennial

Lakewood 
Woodward Skatepark

Fort Collins 
The Wright Life

FLORIDA

Brandenton 
V Town Surf & Skate (3)

Ft. Myers 
Ft. Myers Skatepark

Jacksonville Beach 
Skate Bomb

Jacksonville 
Kona 
Lake Worth 
Skates USA

Merritt Island 
Eastwood Board Supply

Orlando 
University Surf & Skate 
Artisan Skate Company  

Sarasota 
V Town Surf & Skate 

Sunrise 
The Skate Shop

West Palm Beach 
Skates USA Skatepark 
Miami Beach 
Airborne Skate Enterprises

GEORGIA 
Lawrenceville 
Skatepile 
Woodward Skatepark

IDAHO 
Boise 
Newt & Harold’s

Sandpoint 

2nd Nature Skatepark

Coeur D'alene 
Cheap Skatez 

ILLINOIS 
Glenview 
Grind Gear Skate Shop 
Lisle 
Skate Shack (2)

INDIANA

La Porte 
Blazing Wheels

IOWA

Mason City 
The Skateshop

KANSAS 
Shawnee 
Freeride Bike & Skate

KENTUCKY 
Lexington 
Hellbellies Skate Shop

Louisville 
Adrenaline Zone

Florence 
Triple A Skatepark

Bowling Green 
Blue Wallace

MICHIGAN

Bloomfield Hills 
Summit Sports

Clarksotn 
Zero Gravity

Clinton Twp. 
Landslide Skatepark

Royal Oak 
Modern Skate & Surf

Royal Oak 
Octona Skate Shop 
Riverview 
Cheapskates 
Westland 
Transistions Ramp Park

MINNESOTA 
Anoka 
Pinewski’s Board & Ski

Minneapolis 
Cal Surf

MISSOURI 

Joplin 
The Bridge Skatepark

St. Joseph 
Forces of Nature

St. Louis 
Rampriders

Woodward Skatepark

Springfield 
Springfield Skatepark

NORTH CAROLINA

Greensboro 
915 Skatepark

Brevard 
Zero Gravity Skatepark

NEW HAMPSHIRE  
Nashua 
Play It Again Sports

Dover 
Philbricks Sports

NEW JERSEY 
Perth Amboy 
Spoiled Brat

NEVADA 
Reno 
Openground Skatepark

NEW YORK

Allegany 
Allegany Skate Park

Buffalo 
Xtreme Wheelz

New York City

Blades 6th Ave

Blades 72nd st

Blades Broadway

Queensbury 
Halfpipe Thrills

OHIO

Brookpark 
Chenga World

Dayton 
180 Skatepark

PENNSYLVANIA 
Downing Town 

Low Riders  

Philadelphia 
Neglected Truth

Woodward Skatepark

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Greenville 
Ximeno Sports

Inman 
Inman Skatepark

TENNESSEE 
Nashville 
Asphalt Beach

TEXAS

Grapevine 
Woodward Skatepark

Katy 
Adrenaline Skatepark 
Sugarland 
Connections Skate Shop

Laredo 
Exodus Skateboards 
Plano 
Eisenberg Skate Park

Stafford 
Sun & Ski Sports

Bluebonnet

Retail Concepts

Greenbriar

Retail Concepts 

UTAH

Layton 
Roll Mart

VIRGINIA  
Sterling 
Alpine Ski Shop

WASHINGTON 

Renton 

Skatebarn West

WISCONSIN

Cable 

Lake Owen Camp 

Eau Claire

Eau Claire Bike & Sport 

Erolling Skate Shop

Janeville 

Pipe Skatepark 

Kimberly 

Undercover Skatepark

Madison 
Focus Snow & Skate

Wausau 
Dwellers Skateshop

Warrens 
The Neighborhood Skatepark

INTERNATIONAL

AUSTRIA/FRANCE/POLAND/
HOLLAND 
Bayr & Kalt Handel

AUSTRALIA

Bayside Blades

BRAZIL

CPI Mag

CANADA 

Lethbridge, Alberta 
Gang Store

Vancouver, BC 
Outaline

Calgary, Alberta 
Skatepark Of Calgary

Plaster Rock, NB 
Roll East 
Montreal, Quebec 
D-Structure

COLUMBIA

Vice Skate Shop

ECUADOR 
Guillermo Teran

ENGLAND

Shiner

GERMANY 
Grindhouse

GREECE 
Athlopaidia

HONG KONG

O22y

IRELAND 
Wreckless

JAPAN

Ease Distribution

KOREA 
Rolling Mall

KUWAIT 
Wind Rider Sports

MEXICO

Rollerstore Mexico

USD Mexico

MALAYSIA

Rupert Rage

PUERTO RICO 
Waves N Wheels

POLAND 
Hedonskate.com

RUSSIA

Freestyle Distribution

SWITZERLAND 
Rolling Rock Distribution

SINGAPORE 
Go Sports

SOUTH AFRICA 
Skate Access

TAIWAN

Goodmen

Taiwan Roller

UKRAINE 
King Size
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geoff acers, writer, San Marcos, California

Known far and wide for his work with Sunshine Distribution, RFCC, and SDSF 
skateshop, Geoff Acers has been caught up in this blade game for a minute. 
Following a path that led him from Texas to California, Geoff’s passion for 
blading seems to be unending, and propels him to anchor the SDSF shop, 
organize events, and skate his ass off. He’s the proper-rolling father figure to 
the Esco Zoo. 

andy kruse, writer, Boone, North Carolina

He invented the Kind Grind and Sweatstance. He skated for Rise Above. He 
made tree hugging seem pretty cool. He’s hiked the Appalachian Trail, been 
knifed in Santiago, and now he’s back in school in the cozy mountain town of 
Boone, NC. Andy Kruse was done professionally skating before some of you 
even started, but his impact has lasted throughout the ages. Read his “15 
Minutes” on good friend Tom Hyser.   

jeremy beightol, artist, Erie, Pennsylvania

Often recognized for his work with 4x4, Jeremy Beightol has brought a tough, 
authentic and long-overdue maturity to blade branding. We featured him in 
our “Folio” a few issues ago, for obvious reasons. This issue, Jeremy lends 
his abilities by creating a collage inspired by similarities in the political 
unrest of 1968, and what we expect may happen in 2008, to accompany the 
Editor’s Letter. We thank him for his time.  
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Whether pumping a transition, jumping onto a ledge or rail, or 
folding up your body for a grab while in the air, the abdominal 
muscles are worked constantly by the challenges of blading. 
In fact, as most athletic trainers these days understand, 
strengthening the body’s core muscle groups is key toward 
reaching top personal performance. Take proper care of your 
body’s core with these three simple but effective stretches for 
your abs.  

wellness /
AbDOminAL stretChes
illustrations by robert lievanos / www.fadehurricane.com

One-half locust

Lie face down on the floor, then place your left hand underneath your 
left hipbone to pad the pubic bone and hip. Bend your right knee until 
you can get your hand around your right foot. Now lift your raised foot 
and shoulders off the floor simultaneously. Feel the stretch in your abs, 
hips, chest and shoulders. Switch sides. If you can do so comfortably, try 
stretching both sides at the same time.   

Overhead stretch

While standing upright, lace your fingers together and open your palms 
toward the ceiling, making sure to keep your shoulders down while 
raising your arms. To stretch your entire torso, try to push your tailbone 
down. This stretch can target the front and back of your torso. 

Full-body stretch

Lie on your back with your arms outstretched over your head. Raise your 
chest towards the ceiling, letting your lower back lift off the floor. Then 
suck your belly button in toward your back while reaching your arms and 
legs in opposite directions. 
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the cool kids > sound check 
no country for old men > flick     
tom hyser > 15 minutes  
chris piascik > folio


